First results are presented from the deployment of the NCAR Raman-Shifted Eye-Safe Aerosol Lidar (REAL) in the Owens Valley of California during the Terrain-Induced Rotor Experiment( T-REX) in March and April 2006. REAL operated in range-height indicator (RHI) and plan position indicator( PPI) scanning modes to observe the vertical and horizontal structures of the aerosol and cloud distribution in a broad valley in the lee of atall mountain range. The scans produce two-dimensional cross sectionsthat when animated produce time-lapse visualizations of the microscale and mesoscale atmospherics tructures and dynamics. The 2-month dataset includes aw ide variety of interesting atmosphericp henomena. When the synoptic-scale flow is strong and westerly, the lidar data reveal mountain-induced waves, hydraulic jumps, and rotorlike circulations that lift aerosols to altitudes of more than 2kmabove the valley. Shear instabilities occasionally leading to breaking waves were observed in cloud and aerosol layers under high wind conditions. In quiescent conditions, the data show multiple aerosol layers, upslope flows, and drainage flows interacting with valley flows. The results demonstrate that arapidly scanning, eye-safe, ground-basedaerosol lidar can be used to observe important features of clear-air atmospheric flows and can contribute to an improved understanding of mountain-induced meteorological phenomena.The research community is encouragedtouse the dataset in support of their observational analysis and modeling efforts.
Introduction
Observations of atmospheric flow over complex terrain remain aresearch priority for several reasons. First, observations are needed to evaluate numerical simulations that are challenged by terrainb ecause of thed ifficulty of accurately representing subgrid-scaleprocesses and boundary conditions. Flow over terrain induces flow separation , rotors (Doyle and Durran 2002,2 007) ,t urbulence, andm ountainw aves ) at av ariety of temporal and spatial scales. Second, flow over complex terrain can pose a hazard to aircraft. Third, complex terrain is also capable of inducing circulations that vent particulate matter and trace gasses into midtroposphere altitudes and the free atmosphere (Henne et al. 2004) . As ar esult, complex terrain flows may have as ignificant role in air quality and potentially in climate change studies.
Great technological advancements have occurred in the past 40 years with laser remote sensing that have proven very useful in the understanding of atmospheric dynamics and structure. Shortly after the development of the first pulsed lasers, the applicability of lidar to the study of mountain-wave-related phenomena was recognized. Collis et al. (1968) were the first to document aerosol lidar observations in the Sierra Nevada in February and March 1967, followed by more comprehensive observations by Viezee et al. (1973) in March and April 1969 and 1970 . These studies provided evidence that pulsed lasers could be used to locate clouds and aerosols and study atmospheric dynamics.
As laser and optical technology matured in the 1970s and 1980s, Doppler lidars were used to study flow over complex terrain (Banta et al. 1990 (Banta et al. , 1999 Blumen and Hart 1988) . Doppler lidars enabled direct measurement of the radial wind velocity field and, because of the relatively long wavelength and sufficiently low energy density in the beam, featured eye safety. During this time, the development and application of shorterwavelength aerosolb ackscatterl idarse xpanded. However, ground-based scanning aerosol lidar observations of atmospheric structure andfl ow in mountainoust errain ceased.One reason for this maybethe hazard associated with pointing an on-eye-safe laserb eam at various elevationsa nd azimuth angles. This is especially true for scanning lidarsoperating in terrain wheret he beamm ight intersect the ground, resultingina neye injury.
The advent of the Raman-Shifted Eye-Safe Aerosol Lidar(REAL;Mayor andSpuler2004; Spuler andMayor 2005)inrecent years has made it possible to safely apply the ground-based scanning aerosol lidar technique in mountainous terrain and near research aircraft. The Terrain-Induced Rotor Experiment (T-REX) in March and April 2006 provided an ideal opportunity to demonstrate this application. REAL wasdeployedtoobserve mountain waves, rotors, and boundary layer structures in thea bsenceo fr otors.T hisp aper presents as election of some of the atmospheric features observed by REAL. The objective is to document the capability and usefulness of an eye-safe scanning elastic backscatter lidar in mountainous terrain. In future papers, more detailed and comprehensive analyses will be presented by combining the lidar observations with surface and airborne data, and atmospheric numerical models. An example of such an analysis is provided by Doyle et al. (2009) . Lidar data will also be used to evaluate high-resolution numerical simulations of flow in complex terrain as demonstrated, for example, in Mayor et al. (2003), and De Wekker et al. (2004) .
The organization of this paper is as follows: section 2 briefly describes the T-REX field campaign including the location of REAL. Section 3p rovides background on the REAL with emphasis on what characteristics make it unique. Section 4provides descriptions of eight mountain-induced atmospheric phenomena occurring in disturbed and quiescent conditions. Challenges associated with the field deployment of REAL are described in the appendix. Time-lapse animations of the lidar data observations from many of the cases are available online as part of the supplemental material for this article as indicated in the title-page footnote.
Field experiment
T-REXt ookp lace in Marcha nd April2 006n earI ndependence, California,inthe OwensValleyinthe leeof theS ierraN evada ( Fig. 1) .I nt hisl ocation, theS ierra Nevada is thet allest,s teepest, quasi-two-dimensional topographicbarrier in thecontiguousUnitedStateswith severalp eaks above4km,including thehighest peak in thel ower 48 states (Mount Whitney, 4418 m).T he White-Inyo rangew ithp eaks around 3k mf orms the easternw allo ft he OwensV alley. TheO wens Valley is approximately150 km long and 15-30 km wide.T he averagee levation change between the Sierra Nevada crest and thevalleyfl oor is roughly 3000 m. The Owens Lake regioni ns outheastern California,aprominente xample of dust sourcea mplification by anthropogenicd isturbance, is considered oneo ft he largest sourceso ffi ne particulate matter (particlesh aving diameters smaller than2 .5 mm, PM2.5) in theW estern Hemisphere (Gill andGillette 1991) . Given thecomplex topography of the region, plumes can be vented to 2kmAGL, transported 250 km, and cover 90 000 km 2 (Reide ta l. 1994). The period from October through Apriltypicallyincludesthe largest and most frequent duststorms (Cahilletal. 1996) .
The objective of T-REX was to study the interaction and coupling between atmospheric rotors, mountain waves, and boundary layer dynamics. Detailed information on the field study and the observation systems that were deployed can be found in Grubiši ce ta l. (2008) .T -REX wasd esignedt od ocumentac oupled system of largeverticalextent, reaching from theground to theupper troposphereand lowerstratosphere. For this reason, the field campaign had both substantial groundbased and airborne components. The ground-based instrumentation was also used for observing the structure and evolution of the valley boundary layer in the absence of rotors. Thesitefor REAL waspositioned on the westerns ideo ft he Owens Valleyo na na lluvial slopea t 1413 mMSL (36846910.650N, 118813952.420W; seeFig. 2). This location placed thel idar within rangeo fs everal otherg round-basedo bserving systemsa nd featured an unobstructed view of thea tmosphereinall directions.
Instrument
REAL (Mayor and Spuler 2004; Spuler and Mayor 2005) w as developed by the National Centerf or Atmospheric Research( NCAR) to provide ah igh-performance, ground-based, scanning, and eye-safe aerosol lidar to the community that would be useful in abroad variety of atmospheric science field campaigns. Deployment to T-REX was its first National Science Foundation (NSF) funded field experiment. As such, it was largely aprototype designed for experimental work and not continuous or unattended operation. Deployment in T-REX was very valuable because, in addition to collecting new visualizations of the atmospheric structure and dynamics in the Owens Valley, many insights were gained about instrument stability and performance. The ''lessons learned'' have since been used to dramatically improve the instrument's performance and reliability for future field work.
REAL was, and remains at the time of this writing, unique in that it operates at 1.5-mmwavelength with high pulseenergy. Operationatthisnear-infrared wavelength offers maximume ye-safety, therebye nablingt he safe transmission of energetic laser pulses. Laser radiation at this wavelength is invisible. These characteristics make it possible to operate REAL in populated areas or near aircraft, without human spotters or safety radars.
REAL is ad irect analog detection lidar. This type is quite different from the 2-mm-wavelength heterodyne Doppler lidars (Henderson et al. 1991; Grund et al. 2001 ) that were also deployed during T-REX (Grubiši c Because REAL transmits energetic laser pulses, the backscatter signal is usually detectable to ar ange of several kilometers from asingle laser pulse. This feature enables it to scan rapidly without the need to integrate the backscatter signal from multiple laser pulses. When the laser transmitter is optimized, it is capable of producing approximately 170 mJ of pulse energy at 10 Hz. This performance was achieved at the beginning of the field experiment. Unfortunately, thepulse energy steadily decreasedd uringt he 2-monthd eploymentd ue to the slow increase of beam divergence of an untested commercialN d:YAGp umpl aser used as part of thel idar transmitter. This resulted in lowere nergydensity in the wavelength-convertingR aman cell andr educed conversion efficiency.A saresult,t he data qualityf romt he beginningofthe experiment is much better than thedata from thee nd of thee xperiment. Additionalh ardware problems that were encounteredd uringd eploymento f REAL at T-REXare describedinthe appendix.
Results
The lidar images and animations presented in the following subsections and in the supplemental information show the spatial structure and temporal evolution of the atmosphere as revealed by the variability of the aerosol backscatter intensity. Many factors, such as particle concentration, particle size distribution, and extinction, influence the aerosol backscatter intensity. To confirm that thep rimary causeo ft he backscatter variabilityu sedt or evealfl ow features resultsf rom changesinparticleconcentrations, we installedaninsitu aerosol particle counteronatowerwithinthe line of sight from thel idar.T he resultingd ataa re theo nlyg roundbasedm easurements of aerosolp articlec oncentration from the field campaign. The Met One model 9012 particle counter sampled air at ar ate of approximately 4.7 3 10 25 m 3 s 21 .During the experiment the number of particles was counted in the following six size ranges: 0.3-0.5, 0.3-1.0, 0.3-2.5, 0.3-7.0, and 0.3-10 mmatarate of 1H z. The particle counter collected data almost continuously from 16 March to 14 April 2006 on am eteorological tower at ah eight of 5mAGL. The tower was located at ar ange of 1950 ma nd 234.48 azimuth from the lidar site. Between approximately 2252 and 2330 UTC on 27 March 2006, the lidar beam was directed and held stationary toward al ocation near the tower. The lidar backscatter data from the range nearest the location of the meteorological tower are compared with the number of particles between 0.3 and 10 mmin Fig. 3 . Both the particle counter and lidar data are plotted at 1-s intervals while the solid lines represent a 10-s running average. The data indicate that the changes in lidar backscatter intensity observed over short periods (minutes) are predominantly caused by changes in the particle number concentration. During this period, the relative humidity was approximately constant at 25%. While the in situ particle number concentration measurements presented here are just one of several causes of aerosol backscatter variability, they confirm that changes in concentration of medium-and largesized aerosol particles have as ignificant impact on the lidar backscatter signal. The comparison with lidar data also highlights the synergy of using eye-safe scanning aerosol backscatter lidars and in situ particle sensors simultaneously for am ore comprehensive understanding of the aerosol distribution and characteristics.
Thelidar images andanimationspresented in thefollowing subsectionsd emonstrate thev alue of as canning elasticbackscatter lidarinstudies of flowinmountainous terrain. Thecases arepresented in sequential order. For as ummary of thecases,s ee Table1.
a. 28 February 2006: Mountain-wave activity
Figure 4isapopular scene associated with mountainwave activity in the lee of the Sierra Nevada range. This photograph was captured by an aircraft pilot (R. Symons) on 5M arch 1950. It provides ap owerful perspective of the atmospheric flow (from right to left) and afl ow visualization made possible only by the presence of clouds, dust, and smoke. Without sophisticated active remote sensors, this photograph provided observationalconfirmation of theexistence of mountaininduceda tmospheric hydraulic jumps ( Turner 1973; Lighthill 1967) . The photograph falls short, however, on the delivery of three critical types of information that the lidar can provide. First, the photograph can only provide relative distance information. The lidar, as an active sensor, can provide extremely accurate, threedimensional location and range information. Second, the lidar by virtue of its scanning ability and its ability to operate over long periods can provide frames at as ufficient rate and duration to make time-lapse animations. Third, the lidar can elucidate the structure of the visually clear air and sunlight is not required to illuminate the scene. In addition, the lidar is sensitive to the presence of and variations in, aerosol optical depth far below the ability of humans to perceive. Therefore, the lidar images are capable of revealing structures in regions that would appear clear in aphotograph.
As afi rste xample,F ig.5is as inglev ertical( rangeheight indicator, RHI) scan at 2315 UTC2 8F ebruary 2006,revealing aflow pattern that is likely similartothat shown in Fig. 4 . Blue shading represents relativelyc lean air whiler ed shading represents cloudy or aerosol-laden air. Thew hite shadingd enotes areasw here theb ackscatterorthe signal-to-noiseratio waslow.The location of thel idar is at 0k ma nd thes cani sd irectedt oward 2508 azimuth. This meansthatthe left side of thefigure is approximately west.A ta na zimuth angleo f2 508,h ard target returnsf romt he terraino ft he easterns lopeso f theSierra Nevada at about 7kmrange can be observed at altitudes of 1k mh igher than the altitude of the lidar site. At altitudes less than 1kmabove terrain level, clouds are observed advecting over the mountain range. As thec louds tructures advect down the slope, the optical backscattering intensity is reduced,s uggesting evaporation. The spatial and temporal variabilityo f the backscatter in this region indicates that the cloud is inhomogeneous and turbulent. The time-lapse animation of this flow reveals this descending cloud and the aerosol backscatter layer that remains confined to altitudes of 1k mo rl ess above the terrain. At ad istance of 3-4 km west of the lidar, the flow abruptly diverges in the vertical, and turbulent elements increase their depth by as much as 1500 mi n2km. It appears that some of these plumes have their roots near the surface, suggesting that they may be composed of mineral dustand organic material raised from thesurface. (Theanimation of this event is available online as an electronic supplement.) The lidar is sufficiently powerful to also reveal an optically thin, elevated aerosol layer (indicated by the curved black line in Fig. 5 ) that traces the mountain wave above the turbulent boundary layer in the leeside of the Sierra Nevada. From the animation of the lidar scans, the mountain wave is estimated to have an amplitude of about 1kmand ahorizontal wavelength of about 10 km. The animation also shows that the wave is initially stationary and subsequently propagating to the east while increasing in amplitude and decreasing in length. The backscatter intensity of the elevated aerosol layer is much less than that of the turbulent boundary layer. However, this optically thin layer is sufficiently coherent over time that its presence and movement are noticeable in the animation. Thes ynopticfl ow at this time wasfromthe west andinexcessof40ms 21 at 5000 m MSL, where astrong increase in potential temperature was noted. Such as ituation is conducive to the formation of mountain waves (e.g., Whiteman 2000). Thefi rsti ntensive observational period of T-REX took place from 0000 UTC2Marcht o1 500U TC 3 March [for al ist of thei ntensive observing periods (IOPs),s ee Grubiši ce ta l. (2008)]. Lidar images and thea nimation from this time period( seet he supplement to this article fort he animationo ft his time period)r eveal av ariety of interesting phenomenar angingf rom aq uiescent convective boundary layer early in the IOPtoadisturbed boundary layer near theend. Asequence of lidar images during the IOPisshown in Fig. 6 . As before, bluea nd white shadings represent relatively clean air while nonwhite colors represent various levels of aerosol-laden air. Thet op panel in Fig. 6s hows thea erosols tructurei naconvective boundary layer at around 2200 UTC. Theaerosollayer extendsfromthe surface to approximately 2kmAGL, correspondinga pproximatelyw ith thet op of the convective boundaryl ayer from as ounding in the centerofthe valley at about2300 UTC. Southerly upvalley flows andu pslope flows wereo bserved during this period. Between2100 and2130UTC, adust cloud approachingfromthe southwas observed by thelidar operator andt his corresponds with the area of enhanced backscatter that is visible east of the lidar at 2116 and2 201U TC (Figs. 6a and6 b, respectively) . The animation corresponding to thet imes in Fig. 6 shows them ovement of thea reao fe nhanced backscatteru pt he slope (indicated by theb lack arrowi n panel a) andt here is an indication that thev ertical transporta nd mixing of aerosol is enhanced by the upslopeflows.
At around 2330 UTC (Fig. 6c) , lidar animations revealed asudden transition from upslope-to downslopedirected flows. Clouds that spill over the Sierra Nevada from the west are now visible (similar to Fig. 5 ). The air that flows down the east side of the Sierra Nevada slopes is relatively clean and undercuts the aerosol-laden air in the Owens Valley (Fig. 6d) . The aerosol-laden air from the Owens Valley has an easterly component and converges with the flow down the Sierra Nevada slopes. The convergence area is visible in the lidar data, as are the resulting circulations with aerosols transported upward and then horizontally and downward (Fig. 6d) . The animation shows that ar apid-scanning aerosol lidar is capable of revealing both radial and tangential components of aerosol structure motion, whereasaDoppler lidarprovideshighlyaccuratemeasurements of theradial velocity. Characteristics of the flow and boundary layer structure on multiple scales can clearly be identified in an animation of the lidar images around this time. The circulation on the eastern side of the convergence area may indicate the presence of arotorlike circulation but this must be confirmed or rejected by examining additional observations.
Ground-based, stationary, verticallypointing lidars have beenu sedi nm anys tudies to monitor the aerosol-layer depth (e.g., Cohn et al. 1998) . We can simulate this techniqueusing REAL data by selecting the zenith-pointing profiles from the RHI scans and plotting them as timeheight images (Fig. 7) . It is clearthatthe boundary layer structurec hanges significantly at approximately2 210 UTC, but an explanationo ft he flowc haracteristics cannot be givenwithonlyvertical-pointing lidardata. By comparings cans (Fig.6 )w itht he imager esulting from thesubsetofverticalbeams( Fig. 7) transition to disturbedconditions, onecan conclude that much more insighto nt he structurea nd motion of the loweratmospherecan be gained by scanning.
c. 4M arch: Multilayeraerosol structure
The weather conditions in the morning and afternoon of 4March were characterized by few clouds and weak winds, asituation in which aconvective boundary layer is expected to develop well. From asingle RHI scan at 2200 UTC (Fig. 8) , at wo-layer aerosol structure is visible with the bottom layer reaching almost 2000 mAGL and the top or elevated layer reaching about 3000 m AGL. The thickness of the elevated layer is not horizontally homogeneous with deeper aerosol layer thicknesses in the center of the valley than near the base and over the slopes. Such as tructure of aerosol layers has also been observed in other field studies (De Wekker 2008) and is thought to be associated with thermally driven upslope flows and compensating sinking motions away from the slope. Elevated layers such as the one observed in this event are thought to be present frequently in complex-terrain areas (McKendry and Lundgren 2000) but because of al ack of observations, their structures and dynamics have not been studied very well. During T-REX, it was often found that an elevated aerosol layer served as tracers of wave motion, providing important insighti ntom ountain-wavec haracteristics. Thet hermodynamic structure of the atmosphere near the time of the vertical scan in Fig. 8isshown in Fig. 9 . Evident is the convective boundary layer extending from the surface to astrong inversion at 2800 mMSL or about 1700 mabove the lidar site. Moderately strong upvalley (southerly) flows of 5-10 ms 2 1 and strong westerly flows dominate in and above the convective boundary layer, respectively. At about 4000 m MSL, or 2900 mAGL, asecond strong inversion can be identified. Thee levated inversions at 1700 and2 900 m AGLa pproximately correspond with the tops of the two aerosol layers in Fig. 8 .
d. 9M arch 2006:Mountain-wave structure(IOP3 )
As was indicated in the previous section, elevated aerosol layers that are not in contact with the surface of the earth can serve as tracers of wave motion. On 9 March, during IOP 3, the lidar captured images of an optically thin aerosol layer that descended into the Owens Valley. The layer is faint but can be identified in individual RHI scans, such as shown in Fig. 10 for 2130 UTC. As in many of the cases discussed in this paper, the layer and the wave that it traces out are more discernible in the animation (see the online supplement to this article to access the animation) due to their coherence over time. The layerislocated betweenroughly2500 and 4000 mAGL within several kilometers on eitherside of thelidar site.The time-lapse animationofthissituation shows thel ocationo ft he trough of thew ave changing over time with an amplitudethat increases to almost 2000 mb y2 130 UTC.T he ascending branch of the wave changes itss lope over time also. Finally, toward the end of the animation near 2300 UTC, clouds from over the Sierra Nevada range descend into thevalley and obscure theaerosol layer.While thelidar data can describe some important characteristicso ft hismountain-wave event, a more comprehensive case study shouldb ec onducted by employingthe other formso fo bservations and attemptingtosimulatethis event with anumerical model.
e. 11-12 March2 006: Collision of drainage and valley flows
The following case provides detailed observations of the interaction of downslope flow colliding and mixing with along-valley flow on the evening and night of 11-12 March 2006. Visualization is made possible by the two air masses having significantly different levels of aerosol backscattering. Along-valley flow has ap redominantly southerly or northerly component and, in this case, exhibits strong aerosol backscattering intensity. This is indicatedb yt he green, yellow,a nd orange colors in Fig. 11 .T he downslopefl ow hasapredominantlyw esterly component andh as significantly lowerb ackscatter intensity( whitea nd blue colors)t hant he along-valley flow. Thesharp rededge alongthe left edge of each panel indicatesthe location wherethe lidarbeamintersectsthe terrain.
This case begins while the lidar was collecting full 3608 azimuth PPI scans. The lidar operator noticed a large horizontal gradient of aerosol backscattering 2km northwest of the lidar site (see Figs. 11a and 11b, and also visit the online supplement to see the animation). The air mass to the south and east of the boundary zone exhibited high backscattering intensity and PPI scan animations reveal that this valley airwas advancingfrom thesouth-southwest.The lidaroperatorchanged thelidar scanning at approximately0 250U TC to collectv ertical cross sections oriented along a1 408-3208 azimutht ransect (Fig.12) .The series of RHIscans revealsthatthe air mass with stronga erosol backscatteri ntensity extends from thesurface to approximately500-750 ma bove the altitude of thelidar site (Fig.1 2; visitthe online supplement to seethe animation).Thislayer becomesabruptly shallowern orthwest of thel idar site andv anishesa t distancesb eyonda pproximately 2k m. Figure 12bp airmasses. Animations of theRHI andPPI scansclearly reveal thed ynamicso ft he mixing alongt hisb oundary zone. Wisps of high optical scattering airatthe boundary arel iftedf romn eart he surfacet oh undredso fm eters altitude whilebeing quicklytransported eastward. Later in the evening, valley flow from the north with strong optical backscatter intensity sweeps across the lidar's observing area. Figure 11c shows the arrival of this air mass at 0424 UTC. At this time, the downslope flow air mass appears to be confined between the two valley air masses. The northerly down-valley flow eventually dominates the valley and by 0431 UTC all perturbations in aerosol structure are moving to the south (Fig. 11d) . PPI scans reveal pulses of low optical scattering downslope air confined to an arrow region along the foothills west of the lidar site. (Visit the online supplement to this paper to see the conclusion of this event.)Thisdramatic eventtookplace during an evening that the lidar operator would have otherwise described as calm and uneventful. 
f. 23 March2 006: Upslope flow
Vertical profileso fh orizontalw inds peed over sloped terrain are difficult to obtain at high temporal and spatial resolutions using in situ instruments. The following case provides an exampleo ft he potential powero fa erosoll idar measurements in thei nvestigationo fs lope flows. Slope flows are thermally driven flows that are directed down theslope at night andu p the slope during thed aytime (e.g., Whiteman 2000). Downslope flows have been observed in past studies using atmospheric tracers (e.g., Gudiksen et al. 1984) . Upslopeflows, however, tend to be more difficult to see becausev erticalm ixinga ctst od isperset he smoker apidly andb elow visiblec oncentrations.D uringT -REX, we found that dust raised by vehicles driving on an unpaved road west of thel idar site provided at racer for upslope andd ownslope flows. An example of RHI scans showing the movemento ft he dust plume is showninFig.13. The scansare 1-2min apart andshow amorerapid upslope transport of dust in thelayer just abovethe surfaceratherthanaloft.The upslopeflows could potentially play an important role in the formation of elevated aerosol layers as seen, for example, in Fig. 8 . The ability of the lidar to track aerosol plumes provides an opportunity to study these poorly observed flows. In future experiments, tracers could be released to create plumes that would be tracked using ascanning lidar. Profiles of the wind speed could then be obtained using the correlation technique (Mayor and Eloranta 2001) .
g. 26 March2 006: Windstorm(IOP6 )
The most dramatic weather event of T-REX occurred near the end of IOP 6o n2 5M arch. Anemometers on at ower located to the west of the lidar site recorded peak wind speeds as high as 42.2 ms 2 1 at 5mAGL and 47 ms 2 1 at 30 mA GL during this event. Damage was reported in the city of Independence, California. During the most intense period of this event, the westerly winds were so severe that the lidar operators did not point the lidar to the west due to the possibility of flying debris damaging the glass beam-steering unit window. Animations of lidar scans reveal ad eep clear layer, nearly transparent to the lidar, descending into the valley. (Visit the online supplement to this article to see the animation of RHI scans.) Awave cloud is observed at altitudes above 7kmAGL and as high as 10 km AGL. From the animations, the amplitude of the wave is estimated to be about 2kmand the wavelength 20 km. A single RHI scan form the animation is shown in Fig. 14 . The spatial details of the turbulent flow that leads into the large aerosol cloud located to the east of the lidar site are noteworthy. (Visit the online supplement to see the animation of the PPI scan.) Wind-parallel surfacelayer streaks are produced in both numerical simulations and tank experiments (e.g., Drobinski and Foster 2003, Linetal. 1996) . However, they aredifficulttoobservei nthe real atmosphere.A tar ange of about2k m downstream of the lidar site, approximately nine streaks can be identified in PPI scans (Fig. 15) . The streaks are each approximately 200 mw ide, are spaced every 500-1000 ma part, and terminate into the dust cloud. Given the slope of the valley floor and the elevation of the beam, the altitude of the scan plane is about 100 m at 2k md ownstream (east) of the lidar site. South of the lidar, where the beam approaches the terrain, finerscale streaks are observed. These streaks are each about 50 mw ide and are spaced about 250 ma part. (A PPI animation of the conclusion of the event can be viewed as part of the online supplement to this paper.) This mountain-wave case provides another example that demonstrates the usefulness of aerosol lidar data for the investigation of flow and turbulence in complex terrain.
h. 16-17 April 2006: Shear instability billows (IOP1 3)
This case documents the evolution and characteristics of shear instability billows on an elevated aerosol layer between approximately 0100 and 0200 UTC on 17 April 2006. Figure 16 shows as equence of three RHI scans over approximately 2min. The top of the aerosol layer is very evident in the aerosol backscatter data. The eastward propagation of the perturbations on this interface in time-lapse animations from the same time period can also easily be identified. (See the supplement to access the animation.) The slope of the backscatter layer steepens and overturns in certain areas while it propagates to the east. The flow visualization is suggestive of forward shear and is consistent with Doppler lidar observations (Doyle et al.2008) .FromFig. 16,itcan be derivedt hatt he vertical andh orizontals caleso ft he billowsare approximately1000and 3000 m, respectively. To quantify the characteristics of the billows in am ore objective way, aH ovmö ller diagram was constructed. To do this, we selected asequence of RHI scans across the valley between 0100 and 0200 UTC and plotted the backscatterintensity averaged between2400and 2500 m of altitude as afunction of horizontal distance and time in Fig. 17 . The nearly linear light-shaded segments from the upper-left to the lower-right parts of Fig. 17 indicate the eastward propagation of the billows. The segments extend from about 22000 mt o1 2000 mi na pproximately 6m in, corresponding with ap hase velocity of about 11 ms 2 1 .T he regularity in wave velocity and wavelength over the period of 1his apparent. This case study shows that quantitative information about features in aerosol lidar data can be derived usingHovmö ller diagrams. 
Conclusions
Deployment of the NCAR REAL in T-REX was useful in severalways. First, it demonstrated therecently developedability to performtraditional backscatterlidar measurements with good performance, scanning, and eye safety. The scan speed and sensitivity to aerosols are sufficient to provide time-lapse animations of the clear air using aerosols as at racer of the atmospheric structure and motion. The resulting imagery possesses clear advantages over aerosol lidars that are restricted to pointing vertically and the data also complement scanning Doppler lidar observations by providing both radial and tangential components of the motion of macroscopic aerosol structures. Second, several hardware design flaws were identified. These have since been corrected and have resulted in improved field reliability and performance. Most important, however, deployment of REAL at T-REX provided new visualizations of atmospheric flow in am ountain-valley setting. The scanning capability of REAL combined with an appropriate location afew kilometers away from the base of the Sierra Nevada allowed for the visualization of complex flow structure.
During the 2-month operation of REAL, avariety of flows were observed. In synoptically disturbed conditions, the animations reveal rotorlike circulations of boundary layer aerosols and mountain waves from elevated aerosol layers and clouds. The positions, wavelengths, and amplitudes of the waves appeared variable whereas smaller-scale waves, such as the billows discussed in section 4h, exhibited more regularity. Clouds spilling over the Sierra Nevada were arecurring feature in theanimationsduringwesterlyflow.Shear instabilities occasionally leadingtobreaking waveswere observed in elevated cloud and aerosol layers under high wind conditions. In synoptically undisturbed (quiescent) conditions, aerosol backscatter cross sections reveal the structure of the daytime boundary layer, the presence of multiple layers in the valley atmosphere, and the interaction between valley and slope flows. Thermally driven upslope and downslope flows were documented by tracking dust plumes at the base of the Sierra Nevada. It was demonstrated that quantitative information about the flows can be extracted using as equence of scans and Hovmö ller-type diagrams. The variety of flows and boundary layer structures visualized by the lidar was not fully explained in the current paper. In future studies, we intend to perform an in-depth investigation of several of the cases presented here using additional analyses and observations from other instruments. We also intend to uset he lidard atat oe valuate thep erformance of mesoscalem odelsa nd particle dispersion models over mountainous terrain.
We have shown that arapidly scanning ground-based aerosol lidar can significantly contribute to an improved understanding of mountain meteorological phenomena, and we encourage the research community to use the dataset in support of their observational analysis and/or modeling efforts. sphericR esearchi ss ponsored by theN ationalS cience 
APPENDIX

Instrument Issues
Some hardware problems are briefly described here because they have an impact on the data quality and scope of the dataset. First, when in operation, the beam steering unit (BSU) allowed rainwater to leak into the laboratory beneath it, which contains electronic and optical devices. For this reason, we did not operate the lidar during precipitation events. The BSU did fail during operation occasionally and required an electrical reset to resume functioning. In addition to these problems, we found that the backscatter data exhibited an artificial near-field ''halo.'' This systematic error in the data became most apparent at low pulse energy and during low optical scattering conditions. After the experiment, engineers determined that the window of the BSU caused ar eflection of the transmitted pulse to be projectedb ackintothe instrument. Thesep hotons scatterm any times from reflective interior surfaces of the BSU and the telescope, and eventually make their way into the field-of-view of the receiver. To minimize this effect, the BSU window mount was replaced with a version that holds the window at an 868 angle to the outgoing laser beam (instead of perpendicular). Flocking paper was also applied to the main reflective surfaces in the vicinity of the BSU and receiver to reduce stray light scatter.
ForT-REX,REALoperatedinapolarization sensitive configuration.Adetailed descriptionofthisconfiguration can be found in Mayor et al. (2007) . In summary, linearly polarized laser radiation was transmitted and atwochannel receiver recorded parallel and perpendicular components of the backscattered radiation. Total backscatter intensity is obtained by adding the parallel and perpendicular components. The depolarization ratio, obtained by dividing the perpendicular channel by the parallel channel, results in am easure of the scatterer's sphericity. However, as discussed by Mayor et al. (2007) , the reflective coating of the BSU mirrors were a large source of systematic error. Therefore, the depolarization ratio data from T-REX must be used with caution. In general, these data may be useful in documenting relative changes in the depolarization ratio, but the absolute magnitude is not accurate and changes as af unction of pointing angle. In the future, the BSU mirrors may be replaced with ones that have thin film coatings designed to minimize these errors.
During the T-REX experiment, the lidar was able to collect RHI scans (vertical cross sections) or PPI scans (shallow angle conic sections). Switching from one scan mode to another required an operator on site. In the majority of scans, the BSU was initially positioned to direct the laser beam afew degrees above the horizontal plane. Directing the laser beam into the terrain at short distances risked damaging the lidar receiver's photodetector. The slope of the alluvial plain in the immediate vicinity of the lidar site is about 38 (sloping down to the east). Only occasionally did we scan at a slight negative elevation angle to the east in order to probe the structure of the atmosphere in the valley lower than the lidar itself. Reflections from terrain more than af ew kilometers from the lidar site are not sufficiently intense to damage the photodetector.
The lidar transmitted laser pulses into the atmosphere at ar ate of 10 Hz. To create image sequences with a sufficient rate to produce smooth time-lapse animations, we typically scanned at 48 or 68 s
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.A ta6 8scan rate, af ull 1808 RHI scan takes about 30 s. Af ull PPI requires about 1min. Although the BSU is constructed with slip rings to allow continuous PPI scans in one rotation direction, the software required to enable this capability was not complete. Therefore, the BSU was rapidly rotated back to the initial pointing angle after each scan. For sector scans, this approach has the advantage of projecting beams into the same general location in the atmosphere on ar egular cycle. The BSU is driven by two electronic motors with anglee ncoders. Af ullr evolutionineitherc oordinatei s resolved into 400000 counts. Therefore, azimuthand elevationangles are recorded with aresolution of 0.00098. However, this is not the accuracy or precision of the BSU. Absolute pointing of the lidar is set at the beginning of the experiment by blocking the photodetector and tracking the sun. The elevation and azimuth angle of the sun can be accurately determined based on date, time, latitude, longitude, and altitude, which are measured by aG PS device at the lidar site. Variables such as tension on drive belts, deformation of mirror adhesive, and settling of the container into the soil all affect theaccuracyand precisionofthe beam positioning over time.I ng eneral,w eh avef ound from experience that theangular position of fixed-distanceobjects,suchas towers,u nder typical atmosphericr efractivec onditions do notc hangem oret hana bout 0.0258 from repeated measurements over thecourseofmonths.
The laser beam was approximately 66 mm in diameter (as measured by the 1over e 2 points of the beam profile) at the exit aperture of the BSU. The divergence of the laser beam was 0.12 mrad (half angle) resulting in a diameter of approximately 0.3 ma t1km and 2.4 ma t the 10-km range. The laser pulse duration was approximately 6n s, corresponding to al ength of about 1.2 m. The range resolution of the instrument was limited by the bandwidth of the analog electronics in the receiver modules amplifiers. Laboratory experiments conducted after the experiment revealed that the receiver channel bandwidths ranged from 3.4 to 4.4 MHz. These rates correspond to independent samples spaced at intervals of 34-44 m, respectively. Despite this, REAL's receiver for T-REX employed an analog-to-digital converter that recorded the backscatter intensity signal at arate of 50 million samples per second. This resulted in an oversampled backscatter signal with data points at 3-m intervals along each beam.
